
THE DIVINE MATRIX… 

Answer to the question of a friend... 

Statement made... 

To walk down any street anywhere knowing that somewhere inside me 
that this “here and now” is merely a dream, results in the dream 
becoming far more vivid and colorful. It’s like world that was flat 
suddenly becomes alive in wonderful living color. 
Question... 

 
Can you explain why a world that is fading from view became more 
colorful to you? 
 
That happened to me only once about three months ago. We create our 

own reality. The five sense man {little ego} and the soul of the man 

[the greater ego} are one during any life cycle here. When this 

happened to me it was a moment of exceptional clarity wherein I 

became acutely aware of the privilege it was to be partaking of this 

beautiful place we know as earth, to be partaking of physical reality, 

to be having the experience of flesh and therefore able to partake of 

so much that the five senses have to offer. 
 

It was a moment of extreme lucidity wherein I knew at deeper level 

that what I was experiencing was a dream. Once I became fully awake 

the beauty of earth life experience appeared within my 

consciousness. This was a confirmation to me that that my five sense 

man is for the most part unconscious in comparison to what the world 

that I am creating is really like. This was a version of the new earth 

that we all are creating even as I type this to you.  

 

After all... all reality that I experience or have ever experienced was 

and is created by me. There is a collective consciousness wherein all 

are creating the same basic reality {according to the spiritual orbit 

they are in} yet at the same time, no two realities will ever be 

experienced the exact same way. This way the Energy field, or source 

energy, or God, or prime creator, or All That Is, experiences all the 

riches of all the experiences of all its souls combined.  

 

As one of these souls {at the individual level of consciousness} I have 

the growing potential to tap into any of the experiences that any 

other soul in this matrix of the infinite has experienced or is 

experiencing. All the knowledge that has ever been gleaned by any and 



every soul that is part of the matrix {they all are} whether mineral, 

vegetable, animal, human angelic, light or dark energies. All 

experiences that have ever been experienced by any living thing {all of 

creation is alive and vibrating with intelligence} are part of who I am. 

 

To the degree that this reality settles into my awareness I will 

partake of all the riches of the prime Creator... for I am that as I 

dream of forgetfulness. All “illusions” dreams, etc. are a part of the “

reality” and are a result of the creative ability that I possess. What 

is true of one... is true obviously for all.  
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